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Background

Positive customer experience is essential for achieving customer satisfaction, word-of-mouth
communications, loyalty, and competitive advantage across the globe.

NPS (Net Promoter Score), a metric for measuring customer loyalty to help businesses scale what works,
is increasingly being used and tracked. Besides measuring customer loyalty, Bain and company research
shows that NPS scores predict between 20% and 60% of revenue or market share trends, depending on
the company.

To measure the effectiveness of interactions between the business and its customers at each touchpoint, a
measure that is simple to use and communicate to a variety of stakeholders, ranging from frontline staff to
company directors and shareholders is required. NPS provides both rigor and simplicity.

Ajua is Africa’s first Integrated Customer Experience platform for businesses on the continent. We exist to
bridge the gap between companies and their customers. Ajua’s technology integrates with businesses at
the points that matter most to their customers to measure and optimize their Customer Experience.

Our plug-and-play platform has enabled leading brands of various sizes and industries on the continent to
access feedback directly from their customers at scale and in real-time, through mobile conversations
using the NPS.
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Objectives



Methodology
Surveys on 9 industry Sectors:

1. TELCOs
2. Mobile Money Lenders
3. Food and Beverages
4. Retail/ Modern Trade
5. Energy
6. Banking
7. Insurance
8. Healthcare

9. Pharmacies
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TELCOs
Key Themes
The telecommunications sector in Kenya
continues to undergo rapid changes with the
demand for improved connectivity,
international competition, and rapid
developments in the mobile market. Covid-19
revolutionized work culture forcing
companies to adopt a hybrid work model. This
effect is still experienced even post Covid
with no foreseeable change. Those in the
hybrid work model heavily rely on
connectivity provided by the different
Internet Service Providers for the

accomplishment of tasks required by their employers.

This has caused a demand for better services by the providers. In recent years the majority of the
players in the Telecommunication industry have invested heavily in fiber infrastructure, as well as
rolling out national and metropolitan backbones to meet the ever-increasing demand across the
country.  
Significant changes in regulation, technology, and customer demand continue to shape the
telecommunication industry. Telecommunication was synonymous with telephony, which is the
transmission of voice signals. Both Data communications and video networks evolved separately. 
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However, today's telecommunications is characterized by so-called digital convergence, where the
lines between voice, data, and video networks are increasingly blurred. Customers want
integrated access to a variety of voice, data, and video services, all at a fair price. 

Several closely linked themes played a key role across the telecommunications, media, and
technology sectors throughout Q1 2022. Themes driving telecommunication range from core
infrastructure to the kind of customer service the customers receive.

What happened in Q1, 2022?
The telecom sector continued to make progress in improving its network coverage and quality to
meet its customers’ demands across the country. When asked what customer expectations the
users had of their network provider, most mentioned improved network connectivity, coverage,
and more stable tariffs. Some also mentioned that they would love to see the introduction of 5G
and advancements in telecommunication infrastructure technology.
The overall Telco NPS was 32.  An improvement from the previous quarter's score of 26

Key Themes driving the TELCO Sector

What are the main drivers of Customer
Experience in Telcos?

Safaricom was ranked the best in Telco in Q1,

2022 in customer experience with an NPS of

35. The customers were excited about h

Safaricom's reliability, fast

Internet speeds and network connectivity,

transparency, efficiency, and good customer

care services. “It is affordable as in you can
afford credit and bundles to as low as 5/-. If you
want to transfer money to any other network it's
very cheap. It is convenient because you can use
it anywhere.”

Telkom Kenya Ranked second with an NPS of
23 while Airtel Kenya had an NPS of 17.
Telkom Kenya customers ranked the network
highly for its affordability and strong
network connectivity. Sample comments.
“Affordable in terms of data and more minutes
of talking.”, “Amazing bundles offer every day.”,

Airtel Subscribers were excited about the
Telco’s convenience, offers, and network
coverage. Sample comments: “They have a
strong network, Airtel money can easily be
accessed and they have good offers like data and
minutes for calls”, “The services offered are
quality to customers.”

www.ajua.com . info@ajua.com
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Mobile Money
Lenders 
Industry Overview

The emergence of mobile money lending
applications and access to credit has
become more flexible and accessible to
Kenyans. Due to the high cost of living,
Kenyans have increased their borrowing
across various mobile money lending
platforms to support their families and
businesses. 

Competition Authority of Kenya (CAK)
published a report, ‘Digital Credit Market
Inquiry Report 2021’ which stated that KCB
Mpesa, Mshwari, and Fuliza on the Mpesa
platform were the most popular mobile
money lending apps used by Kenyans, with
Mshwari being the most commonly used
amongst the three. 

This quarter, the Central Bank of Kenya

(CBK) published regulations following an

outcry by Kenyans restricting Digital Credit

Providers (DCP) from abusing the public's

personal information, their unethical debt

collection practices, and high cost.

A statement issued by CBK stated that the

regulations provide for inter alia the

licensing, governance, and lending practices

of DCPs. They also provide for consumer

protection, and credit information sharing,

and outline the Anti-Money Laundering and

Combating the Financing of Terrorism

(AML/CFT) obligations of DCPs. CBK has

also set a deadline of September 17th, 2022

for

all
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Digital Credit Providers (DCPs) to register

with the regulator.

Industry Leaders in Mobile Money
Lenders.
The overall NPS for mobile money lenders

was 13

Our study revealed that KCB Mpesa had the

highest customer experience among mobile

money lenders. They led with an NPS score

of 28, a drop from an NPS of 33 in Q4 2021.

Their customers prefer this platform to

others for its low-interest rates, respect for

privacy, and efficiency.

The following are some sample comments:

“Favorable interest rates and a very
understanding customer care service alongside
an understanding of their customers.” “They are
effective and reliable.” “They give higher loan
limits at first compared to others. The return
interest rate is affordable, the repayment
periods are flexible since one chooses what suits
them.”

MShwari had an NPS of 19. The mobile

money lender was recognized for its

accessibility, increased loan limit, and quality

service.

Some sample comments: “They are very
friendly, the rates are quite good and easily
accessible.” “Very flexible and have good
customer relations.” “They increase your loan
limit if you pay on time and save with them, their
rate is low compared to others.”

Branch had an NPS of 10. Users of the mobile

money lending app noted their fast and

reliable service.

Sample comments include: “The interest rate is
low and provides loans immediately.” “They

don't over-call someone before the payment
deadline has been reached.”
Other players in the industry of particular

interest include Fuliza and Tala.

What are the main drivers of Customer
Experience among Mobile Money
Lenders?
According to our survey, the top 3 key drivers

of customer satisfaction from users of the

mobile money lending platforms were

customer service, Interest rates, and

payment period.

These factors enhance their customer

experience and remain loyal to the lending

platforms.

Some sample comments captured by

customers: “They are easy to reach on phone
24 hours, they are understanding and don't call
on default after explanation, they are reliable
and give loans on time in case of emergency.”
“They have exemplary services, great customer
service, and work 24 hours.”
“Their service delivery is very precise with polite
queries concerning overdue loans.”
“Interest rates enable customers to borrow
more.”
“They ensure enough security to the customers
by giving them an awareness of fraudsters.”
“Can continuously access loans at any time
anywhere.”
“Borrowing has been remarkable and with
our current economy, it has helped.”
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Key Themes driving the Mobile Money

Lenders  Sector
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Food & Beverage
Trends in Q1 2022

Rise of online Food and Beverage
deliveries
In Q1, 2022 online food delivery platforms

expanded their services and reach to their

customers in various towns in Kenya. This

paved the way for more customers to enjoy

access to a variety of food choices and

quality services from restaurants such as

KFC, Java, ArtCaffe, Chicken Inn and CJ

restaurants, etc. across the country.

Business Expansion
Fast-food operators Chicken Inn, Galitos,

Pizza Inn, Bakers Inn, and Creamy Inn

expanded their territory and opened two

outlets in Kisumu County. According to our

data, the food discounts and free delivery

offered by the online food delivery services

entice more and more customers to purchase

food from an array of restaurants on the

platforms. However, this quarter, the
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delivery services counted losses when riders

were forced to halt their services due to the

Boda Boda crackdown.

Most Popular food delivery apps
The overall industry NPS for online food

delivery platforms was 33.

According to our findings, the most popular

food delivery apps are Jumia Food with a

score of 43 for best service delivery, Glovo

was ranked second with a score of 29 for

their affordability and reliability, Bolt food

was ranked third with a score of 27 and Uber

Eats with a score of 22 for people preferring

their service delivery and affordability

What happened in Q1 2022?
The overall food and beverage industry NPS

for Q1, 2022 was 23

KFC was ranked the highest with an NPS

score of 35. Their great customer service,

good quality food & reliable service

encouraged their customers to remain loyal.

Some of the sentiments captured: “Their
service was excellent and the food was on point.”
“The hygiene condition of the establishment is
highly maintained.” “I was greatly satisfied with
the quality of food.” “Their delivery program was
excellent, they are efficient.”

Chicken Inn followed in second place, scoring

an NPS score of 34. The eatery is praised for

its affordable meals, delicious chicken meals,

and ease of accessibility across the country.

“Chicken Inn is the most preferred and pocket
friendly to Kenyans in the current state of our
economy.” The customer service is awesome and
the food is delicious.” It's more convenient
because of the price.” “Very good staff.”
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Java restaurant followed in third place with

an NPS score of 30.

CJ’s restaurant had an NPS score of 23,

attributed to its good hygiene and customer

service.

“I love their beverages.” “They offer the best
service.” “The staff is caring, they accommodate
everyone including the disabled & have every
type of food on the menu.”

What are the main Customer
Experience Drivers in Food and
Beverage?
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Retail/ Modern
Trade
Trends in Q1 2022
Increase in Retail Branches
With the reopening of the economy, the

retail sector continues to record expansions

across the country. According to the Cytonn

Annual Markets Review, aggressive

expansion by local and international retailers

in the country such as Naivas, QuickMart,

and Carrefour supermarket chains have

taken up spaces previously occupied by

troubled retailers such as Tuskys, Uchumi,

and Nakumatt. Naivas, Quickmatt, and

Chandarana are among the top retailers that

have expanded their outlets this quarter.

Rapid Increase in the prices of
commodities
Despite the increase in expansions of retail

outlets, this first quarter of the year has been

tough for the lower and middle-class

Kenyans as the cost of living continuously

increases. According to a recent report by

the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics

(KNBS), the Consumer Price Index has

increased by 0.40 percent from 118.642 in

January to 119.115 in February.

The price of basic commodities such as milk,

sugar, maize flour, vegetables, and cooking oil

among others continues to spike making it

hard
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for Kenyans to put food on their table.

The hike in prices is attributed to the

Russia-Ukraine war as well as the increase in

input costs for food production. Kenyans

continue to plead with the Government to

reduce the increased food prices.

What happened in Q1 2022?
The retail industry had a score of 36, a slight

increase from last quarter.

Naivas and Khetias supermarkets were

ranked as the best retailers with an NPS of

44.

Customers recognized them for their

relatively low prices, good quality products,

discounts, and good customer service.

“Naivas supermarket is located in almost all
towns and the prices of the goods are fair.” “Price
and availability of a variety of goods.” “It’s
cheap, has good discounts and everything is
under one roof.”

While Khetias customers loaded the retailer

saying, “They answer the customers’ needs and
see the life of the clients in a 3D dimension.”
“The supermarket has always been there since I
was born & it has never shut down. They have
friendly customer care service and the bosses are
people we know and we freely talk to.”

Carrefour had an NPS of 39. Customers

noted that the retailer is well known for their

good offers and prices. “It’s very cheap, well
organized with crazy deals.”

Quickmatt scored an NPS of 18, since they

form great customer relationships, have

quick service & sell goods at affordable

prices. “I especially like their food and bakery.”
“Ease of access to all goods and services to
customers.” “Quick services and located

everywhere in the country, good arrangement of
goods in shelves.”

What are the main drivers of Customer
Experience in Retail & Modern Trade?
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Energy

The energy industry has seen an increase in

prices of petroleum products more so fuel as

we know it in Kenya. The domino effect of

the increase in prices has led to country-wide

shortages. Fuel being the major source of

energy for various industries, a hike in prices

of almost all basic commodities was

observed.

Industry Overview
As much as there has been a rise in energy

demand and consumption in Kenya, a

majority of Kenyans still use wood and other

biomass as fuel. The major reason for this is

the high prices and accessibility. As earlier

stated petrol and gas run several industries

and thus the reliance on oil imports which are

refined locally to have several oil products i.e.

gasoline, diesel, and LPG. Besides oil

products, electricity is another major energy

source with efforts like the construction of

Olkaria I, Unit 6, with a capacity of 83 MW in

Q1 to boost energy production.

In the Energy industry, there are several

energy players, For instance, a player like

KenGen handles electricity production while

KPLC does the distribution. Shell, Ola, Engen,

Rubis, and Total Energies among others

handle gasoline products. The latter have

service stations around the country from

which customers can experience and rate

their products and services. During the

survey, it was observed that price,

accessibility, proximity, and fuel quality are

the main determinants of where any Kenyan

will buy fuel. Additionally, a clean

environment, safety measures observation,

and good customer service were mentioned

as other leading factors influencing the

choice of Kenyans to visit the service station.

Besides gasoline, the service stations are also

associated with LPG brands like ProGas,

K-Gas, and Total Gas and we also sought to

know the customer experience around these

LPG brands. The majority of the growing

urbanites are adopting LPG as their major

source of energy for domestic purposes like

cooking.

What happened in Q1 2022?
For Q1 of 2022, customers had a variety of

reasons for choosing the service stations to

fuel their vehicles. The reasons include the

perception of quality/pure fuel, pricing even

though the prices are controlled by EPRA,

customer service values like politeness or

friendliness, accessibility, and location

conveniences.

Kenyans ranked Total Energies Service

Stations as the best in customer experience

with an NPS of 51.

Total Energies customers were pleased with

fair pricing, great customer service, quality

products, and prompt response when

handling customers. Sample comments: “The
quality services I have so far encountered from
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the attendants is exceptional”, “Good customer
care. After-sales services. Fair pricing”,
Some Total Energies service station

customers were displeased with fuel

shortages and slow service Sample

comments: “They are sometimes shortages of
the fuel”, “Speed of service”
Shell Service Stations came in close in

customer experience with an NPS of 50.

Shell customers were happy with the speedy

response, quality of products, 24hr service,

and affordability of services. Sample

comments: “Distribution of stations. Clean fuel,
overnight service, safe environments, and
friendly and helpful staff. ”, “They are fast,
affordable and quality services”

Shell customers raised the alarm over delays,

high prices, and service inadequacy through

fewer and rude attendants. Sample

comments: “Delays at the station. Inadequacy
of attendants. Rudeness of some attendants”,
“the price was very high”
There is huge confidence in the users who

use the service stations with 85% saying

their expectations were met, 10% not met

and 5% had no expectations

Energy and Petroleum-LPG

Adoption of LPG for cooking is high with 85%

affirming use and 15% dissenting. Among the

LPG brands, Total Gas has an NPS of 62,

K-Gas with 45, and ProGas 29.

Total Gas users appreciate the durability,

safety measures, and affordability. Sample

comments: “Cheap compared to others also
saves time when cooking, it’s also
environmentally friendly”, “and It is the safest
cylinder. And also it has longer usage before it is
exhausted”, “It is the best cooking gas, with the
best quality gas ever”
Some Total Gas users disliked high prices,

and shortages: Sample comments: “Good
quality but very pricey”, “Frequent shortages”

K-Gas users are happy to recommend it due

to its durability, accessibility, affordability,

and reliability. Sample comments: “It is the
best gas because it lasts longer, and is filled most
of the time”, “availability, cost and quantity”,
“Because k-gas is more reliable and durability,
how long is the gas will take you until u refill”
Those who were displeased with K-Gas were

majorly indifferent with no real concerns but

praise like the promoters.

ProGas is another brand that received

several responses. Its users also were happy

with its affordability, longevity in its use, and

accessibility across different outlets. Sample

comments: “fairly priced and available
everywhere”, “Nationwide dealer. Easily
available. Fair price. 1% chance of an accident.
Takes a long time to deplete. Every student on
campus recommends it”, “Safe. Containers well
kept. Good distribution.”
On the other hand, the detractors were

dissatisfied due to quick depletion, sudden

hike in prices, price exploitation, and
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expensive refill. Sample comments: “High

refill price”, “It’s so expensive to refill unlike

other brands”, “It does not last long as it used

to”

What are the main drivers of Customer
Experience in Energy?
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Banking
Trends in Q1 2022
Industry Overview
The covid-19 pandemic was a make-or-break

moment for the banking industry. Its

resilience was put to test and it stood the test

in unforeseen ways. Banks emerged stronger

and now post-Covid, the sector is enjoying

the revolution forced during its testing times

key among them being accelerated

digitization. With the radical changes in

customers embracing online banking and the

growth of digitization, we observe the

following key trends and themes in the

banking sector.

Key Trends and Themes in the Banking
Industry.
Since the onset of Covid-19, banks have been

contending with multiple challenges around

disruptive technologies, new stiff

regulations, competitors, and a restive

customer base with higher expectations

while still striving for sustainable growth.

Customer centricity was identified as one of

the major drivers in both macro and micro

institutions in the banking sector.

Other themes that are major drivers include

Technology Management, Mitigation of

cyber security risks, reimagining the

workforce, and regulatory recalibration.

Kenya continues to witness disruptive

technology in both retail and corporate

banking. In addition to the mainstream

banking models, the sector in Kenya is

characterized by the increased use of

E-banking services which have become the

preferred mode of banking instead of an

alternative channel.

In recent years, the banking sector has been

one of the main drivers of Kenya’s economy,

putting it ahead of its neighboring countries.

Key developments in the sector include the

rapid adoption of ICT (Information and

Communication Technology), the increase of

the minimum capital requirements, the

regional expansion of Kenyan banks, the

introduction of Islamic banking products, and

the consolidation of the anti-money

laundering framework. The sector’s outlooks

remain positive, led by a global economic

recovery and an important share of the

unbanked Kenyan population.
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Industry Movers and Shakers
The Banking industry had a Net Promoter

Score of 29 in Q1 2022, dropping from 33 in

Q4 2021.

KCB bank had the highest NPS of 37 a slight

drop from Q4 2022.

The bank was recognized for its accessibility,

customer service, and efficiency. Sample

comments include: “It is available even in most
remote areas.”, “They have highly reliable
customer care and they have zero charges on all
mobile money transactions. It's network
independent.” “KCB is always convenient in
customer response, their mobile banking is easy
to use at comfort.”, “It suits all my banking and
savings needs even from my phone so I don't
necessarily have to visit the bank offices.”

Equity Bank was ranked second in Customer

Experience delivery nationwide with an NPS

of 26, a drop by 6 from 32 in Q4 2021.

The customers of the bank reported that

they enjoyed their low-interest rates on

loans, good customer service, accessibility

through their mobile banking platforms, and

distribution of bank agents and ATMs

countrywide. When asked what their main

reason for preferring to use this bank is,

some of the customers shared, “The bank has
good services and the interest they charge is
very low when repaying a loan.”, “Withdrawal is
easiest because you can do transactions
anywhere anytime. Also, its accessibility is
prompt.”, “It's reliable, has various types of
accounts, has an Eazzy banking app which is
convenient for me, has a 1-month Eazzy loan
which you access only through the app, and also
has the least remittance fee deducted from your
account during your salary payment.”

Cooperative Bank ranked 3rd overall with an

NPS of 23.

The Cooperative Bank was highly ranked

because of its convenience, good customer

care services, and affordable charges rates.

One customer said, “It serves plainly. A lot of
services are done through either online or
M-copcash.”. “Efficient in loan processing. The
staff are up to the task. In case of a problem they
listen to the customer and offer advice and
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assistance and keep customers in touch with any
new changes.” added another happy customer.

Considerations when choosing a bank.
When asked what is the most important

consideration when choosing a bank, one

customer said, “Interest rates, Transaction
charges, and affordability, I choose the bank that
does not charge huge fees while transacting, and
the one that gives a considerable interest on my
deposits.” Another customer remarked,

“Flexibility on top-up, duration or tenure,
processing time, non-affront deduction, and
availability of statements should you want to
buy off.”

Customer Experience Themes driving
the Banking Sector

Customer Service continues to drive and

highly influence the banking sector.

Customers will bank where they feel valued,

appreciated, and cared for. The way a

customer is treated either on-call or when

they visit the bank will determine whether

they will remain loyal or seek other

alternative banking solutions. This goes in

line with the quality of service provided.

Other determinants of a good customer

experience include the products the bank is

offering, the interest rates on both savings

accounts and loan accounts, the terms and

conditions attached to banking with the

institution, and the availability in terms of

bank branch distribution. This goes in line

with the convenience and accessibility of the

bank.

What are the main drivers of Customer
Experience in Banking?
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Insurance

Trends in Q1 2022
Navigating a limited market
Our research shows that there are more than

55 licensed insurance and reinsurance

companies in the Kenyan Market which

compete in a limited market that is

characterized by low penetration.

At 3%, Kenya has the third-lowest insurance

penetration rate in Sub-Saharan Africa with

South Africa leading at 17%. This is due to

most of Kenya’s population perceiving

insurance as a “nice-to-have/easy to discard”

product rather than one that is essential.

The survey reveals some other factors that

have led to the low penetration and uptake of

insurance in Kenya compared to other more

developed markets. This includes a general

lack of a savings culture among Kenyans; Low

disposable incomes for the majority of the

population, with close to 50% of Kenyans

living below the poverty line; Inadequate tax

incentives that could encourage the middle

classes to purchase life insurance products;

and a perceived credibility crisis of the

insurance industry in the eyes of the public,

particularly concerning the settlement of

claims.

Our research shows that Kenyans' uptake of

insurance cover, both at the corporate and

personal level, remains predominantly in the

general, motor, fire industrial, and personal

accident (mainly group medical cover)

classes. This indicates a poor attitude

towards personal insurance cover in general.

The Kenyan insurance market is dominated

by CIC, Jubilee, Britam, ICEA Lion General,

and APA Insurance.

Qualities Considered when choosing
Insurance
In auto/motor insurance several factors

come into play when settling for an insurer.

Key among them include affordability,

availability across the country, reliability,

time taken to settle claims once the need

arises, and also the government policy on the

insurance. Flexibility on the side of the

insurer, accountability, and the extent of

coverage of the plan also play an important

role in guiding Kenyans on the type of motor

vehicle insurance to settle for. The extent of

coverage that the insurance company offers

plus the customer service was also

mentioned as key determinants.

Health insurance uptake is influenced highly

by the extent of the medical cover. One

respondent noted, “for me, it is whether they
are reliable or not and if they cover both
inpatient and outpatient’. The type of Plan and

Provider Network, premiums, and

deductibles also played an important role in

influencing the choice of the health insurers.

Policies that included the purchase of

medicines and consultancy were also

preferred over those that did not.

The price of the premiums, claim process and

the benefit and perks also influenced the

company's choice when it came to health
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insurance. Other factors that customers

considered before settling for a health cover

include; the amount covered, the aspect of a

life cover being attached to the health cover,

accessibility, simplicity, number of people

covered, affordability, customer service, and

convenience. When it comes to life insurance

policies, consumers still considered the

period to maturity as the main factor that

influenced their choice of an insurer.

Q1 2022 Movers and Shakers in
Insurance
The Insurance industry had an overall Net

Promoter Score of 16.

Sanlam maintained a relatively steady NPS
score. With a score of 32, they had the

highest NPS score in the industry. Sanlam
was highly rated for good public and
customer relations. Their adoption of mobile
technology was also commendable. In the
words of one respondent, “Sanlam is fast and
it pays when an accident occurs after
considering all factors unlike the rest”, “It
provides a comprehensive suite of individual and
corporate financial planning and investment
solutions to help achieve goals” Said another. 

The first quarter of the year saw ICEA LION,
Amaco, and CIC feature among the top
customer experience companies in insurance.
They had an NPS of 31, 30, and 29
respectively. Britam had a score of 23 while
Jubilee had a score of 20. The National
insurer NHIF had the widest spread across
the country with more than 60% of our
respondents indicating they have a cover
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with NHIF. However, the NPS remained
relatively low at 7. 

Here are sample verbatim on why the users
chose each of the above insurers; 

ICEA LION
“Their packages are well-drawn and their
customer service is top”, “Availability, coverage,
and quick disbursement of funds”, “quality
service provided, however, takes  time to mature”

AMACO
“The company  comes in handy during any
challenge like health issues or car accident.” “I
have always had a positive response from the
staff when contacted for a need.” “CIC is reliable.
And I have been a member for a while now. I
haven't had any issues with them ``'' Amaco is
well networked as well as very close to their
clients. They do follow up with notification of
expiry. Their personnel are very disciplined and
aggressive. Generally, they are very reliable”

CIC

“1)The best customer service  2)It has the best
tier 1 bank 3)It has financial strength due to its
assets.", “They are quite efficient when
processing claims.”, “CIC is just excellent, am
their client...they charge less, they always
remind me in my cellphone when my cover is
almost out of date”, “Availability, affordability,
accessibility and  Cooperation”, “Their agents
walk around giving as much more information
than you needed concerning the firm”

BRITAM
“It has a wide range of insurance cover ranging
from the medical, vehicle, retirement planning,
and educational planning, etc.”, “The insurance
provider is convenient, reliable and trustworthy”
“Their services to their customers are awesome
and they even take time to explain details to you
before taking the insurance covers”, “They are
transparent and adhere to the policy stipulation,
on-time compensation, and excellent customer
relation”

JUBILEE
“Accurate and efficiency in service delivery”,
“Affordability, fast customer service, quality
services”, “Affordability, fast customer service,
quality services”, “For my case I feel like it's the
best.

What are the main drivers of Customer
Experience in INSURANCE?
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Healthcare
Trends in Q1 2022
Semi-normalcy is resuming with less
focus on Covid-19.
The reeling effects of Covid reduced and the

focus and awareness of vaccination have

reduced. In a way, people have returned to

semi-normalcy in concerns regarding

healthcare with no emphasis on Covid.

Technological advancement enhances
customer experiences.
Healthcare technologies are a contributor to

customer experience. For instance, digital

insurance products ensure that a user can

access funds when they are ill with little or no

hustle.

Efforts by the government to improve
the sector
In the interests of healthcare, the Kenyan

government has had efforts to improve

services in the sector. A case in point is the

launch of the Cancer Research Center at

Kenyatta University Hospital, the signing of a

partnership to build a 57 billion Moderna

plant in Kenya, the rollout of Universal

Health Coverage, easing of Covid 19

regulations, and among other things in Q1

2022. In their subtlety, all have consequences

on the customer experience of healthcare

customers.

Considerations for choosing a hospital.
When asked the most important factors

customers look for when selecting a hospital

they mentioned quality services,

accessibility, hygiene, customer relations in

terms of humility, friendliness, politeness,

and availability of all the services and all

medication under one roof ranked highest

among the responses. Others were how fast

a hospital is in responding to clients, a

qualified staff, insurance cover, mediation

availability, and recognition by the ministry

of health.”

63% of respondents visited the
Hospitals leaving 37% in

The last 3 months

Q1 2022 Highlights
The Overall industry score was 15, a slight

drop by 1 point from an NPS of 16 in Q4,

2021.

Our study revealed that The Nairobi Hospital

had a high Customer Experience among the

hospitals with an NPS of 53, increasing from

39 in Q4.

Their promoter customers were happy with

NHIF accreditation, hygiene, great customer

service and care, and prompt services. The

following are sample promoters' comments:

“The high-level quality and care in the
hospital.....cleanliness.....easy processes”,
“Friendly and professional doctors and nurses,
faster and quality services, clean environment”,
“Clean environment, polite staff, quick services
i.e. efficient services”, “Great and awesome
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health facilities, NHIF accredited in that
hospital, friendly staffs plus healthy food stores.”
The Nairobi hospital detractor customer did

not like the hectic process of payment. The

following are their sample comment: “After
every service, you have to go back to finance to
pay, instead of them to finish attending to
patients then pay at once”

The Moi Teaching Referral hospital had an

NPS of 20 down from 33 in the past quarter.

The persons who had visited the hospital

recommended it for a wide variety of

services offered, great staff-patient

relationship, the quality and wide range of

services offered, and well-trained doctors.

Their sample comments are: “They offer
quality services to the patient and the doctors
are very friendly to the patients'', “The quality of
services they offer and also the doctor and
nurses there are well trained, ``and very
hygienic. Good reception. The good doctor and
patient relationship”

The persons who visited the hospital and

could potentially discourage others

mentioned lack of drugs, security within the

hospital as customers lost items, and few

facilities as the problems. Their sample

comments are: “Good doctors but security isn't
that nice, phones are stolen at midnight from
patients”, “Facilities are somehow few”, “Lack of
medicine”

Mater Hospital had an NPS of 27 up from 14

in the past quarter with its promoters

recommending it because of its great

services, NHIF accreditation, and

affordability. The sample comments are:

“They offer quality services”, “High-quality
services. Affordable price. And the inclusion of
using NHIF services for payment”
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Gertrudes had an NPS of 22, down from 25 in

the previous quarter.

The hospital’s customers appreciated them

for having quality service, customer care, and

organization.

A positive sample of the customers’ remarks:

“Quality service”, “The organization and
customer care”

Gertrude’s detractors were not proud of

poor service and lack of drugs: A negative

sample of the customers’ remarks: “service
delivery is not good, patients are told to go and
buy drugs, harassment”. The majority of

Gertrude’s responses were passive but their

remarks gave another indication of

satisfaction with great service and

friendliness.

KNH had an NPS of 12, down from 17 in the

previous quarter. The Kenyatta National

hospital was highly recognized for

affordability, NHIF accreditation, hygiene,

hospitality, and medical expertise. Some of

the customers' positive remarks were: “The
environment is clean. Nurses and doctors are in
plenty, there is a lot of bed space”, “Acceptance
of my NHIF card and quality service”, “Very good
services and hospitality”.

Other KNH customers were not satisfied

with the service, congestion, and delay to

offer services. Sample comments: “There was
a delay in the nurses offering services”, “Good
medical care just congestion”, “As much as they
provide quality services, the ratio of the health
care workers to patients is a concern and most of
the patients end up not getting the
individualized holistic care.”

What makes a winning Customer
Experience in Healthcare?
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Focus on Eyecare

Eye Care is a special unit and customers take

time to share their experience in the eye care

institutions.

● Optica had an NPS of 29, a 5-point

increase from the previous quarter.

● Lions Eye Hospital saw a remarkable

increase of 8 points from 17 to 27 in

Q1 2022

● Omega and Baus had a decline of 12

and 10 points to 11 and 7

respectively in Q1 2022

Focus on Healthcare Technology

As a new service, healthcare technology has

brands like LCT, MTIBA, and SMART which

offer personalized digital insurance services.

And we sought to know how customers view

them.

LCT had an NPS of 21 followed by M-TIBA

with 11 and SMART with an NPS of 3.
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Pharmacies

Industry Overview
The pharmaceutical industry in Kenya is

served by multinationals internally or

externally. The industry will be added with

the construction of a 57 billion Moderna

plant in Kenya following efforts to rump up

Covid vaccine production. Albeit the

competition incentives for the

pharmaceutical sector, Kenya majorly uses

imported pharmaceutical products which are

retailed and sold over the counter for

individuals or stocked wholesale for large

consumers like hospitals, and chemists and

dispensed for individuals.

Trends in Q1 2022
Globally, every country in Q1 was coming out

of the reeling effects of covid-19 and a sense

of normalcy resuming. The pharmaceutical

industry played a role in raising the

confidence of the situation with the

production of breakthrough vaccines even

with the associated controversies.

Increase in Antibiotic Resistance
Antibiotic resistance is being termed the next

pandemic as most drugs are becoming

ineffective for common ailments and the rate

of invention and innovation does not match

the rate of resistance. For that, we sought to

find out the prevalence of individuals buying

drugs over the counter without a doctor's

prescription.

Adoption of online pharmacy
As technology is proving a huge resource in

increasing the reach of drugs, we sought to

find out the adoption of online pharmacies

with the use of online pharmaceutical

platforms.

Drivers for Pharmacy Considerations
As part of health care, drugs are vital.
Therefore, users desire the confidence of
getting the best. For that reason, users have a
criterion involving quality of drugs,
relevance, qualifications of the personnel in
the pharmacy, accessibility, and in some
situations emergency as the top
considerations in selecting a pharmacy to
seek services from. Sample comments: “The
quality of services and the effectiveness of is
offered there”, “Qualified personnel who can
administer the correct medication”,
“Presentation and affordability. Some chemists
are expensive whereas you can get the same
medication in another chemist at a cheaper
price”, “I only consider pharmacy/chemist when
getting drugs with a formal medical prescription
of which the prescribed medicine was out of
stock at the time of treatment. Another time I
would consider is in case of an emergency or
urgency of the required prescription. All other
over-the-counter medications, I wouldn't
recommend.”
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What happened in Q1 2022?
Pharmacies had a customer experience NPS

of 35 with varied expectations met and

others not met.

Customers had varied expectations that they

wanted pharmacies to meet. These ranged

from pricing, availability of drugs, friendly

customer service, responsiveness, and

hygiene to consideration of health insurance

cards to pay for drugs albeit a weird request.

Sample comments: “Paying using NHIF cards'',
“My expectations is that Goodlife pharmacy is
going to have many drugs at a cheaper price”,
“Better their services on opening and closing
time especially weekend because health care
should be the number one priority”, “Stock all
kind of medicines''

Of the responses received 68% affirmed

having bought drugs over the counter with a

doctor’s prescription and 32% dissented.

Reasons for buying without a prescription

are; expensive access to doctors, belief in low

severity of ailments that don’t require

medical attention, and emergencies. Sample

comments: “I had predicted the symptoms”, “I
self-diagnosed and told the pharmacist my
symptoms, she suggested the drugs”, “Had some
flue and headache, hence I had to take some
medicine, the common ones I knew would relieve
me”

Primary factors influencing Customer
Experience in Pharmacies

Customers in the Pharmaceutical industry
made their choices based on Customer
Service received from the outlets and the
pricing of drugs and associated purchases. 

Availability of drugs was also a significant
factor in choosing a chemist or pharmacy.

Other reasons included qualified staff, speed,
and privacy according to the customers.
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